SZG: Where High Power and High Frequency Join Forces
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The number of high frequency, high power applications is rapidly increasing each year. The need for resistors with
both high frequency performance and high power handling capability is growing. In most cases, the smaller the
resistor, the better it will perform at high frequencies. At the same time, the larger the resistor, the better the thermal
properties are. Many designers are making compromises when both power and performance matter. IMS has solved
this dilemma with an innovative resistor that offers the best of both worlds called a SZG style termination device.

Power
Thermal management is becoming much more important as the density of electronic components and the applied
power increases. Both factors lead to higher temperatures produced by not only the individual components, but also
the entire assembly. Heat dissipation in high power electronics creates challenges for integrating material selection
together with thermal designs. As a result of the power and signal combinations running through resistors, heat is
generated. When more power is applied to a resistor, more heat is generated. If this heat is not properly transferred
out of the part, the heat build-up can cause the part to shift in value and eventually fail electrically and mechanically.
When a company claims extremely high power levels in advertisements and data sheets, that designer must maintain
certain criteria. Maximum surface or baseplate temperatures (often these are typically listed in the “fine print”)
is a common example. The IMS termination NDR-2010 SZG has a power rating of 150Watts with a baseplate
temperature of 50°C. The devices themselves are capable of running at these power ratings due to the higher
thermal conductivity of the substrate and the ability to quickly and efficiently transfer the heat away from the
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To take the power handling one step further, IMS has implemented a “scrub-cut” rather than the traditional L-cut
when the resistor is being laser trimmed to the required tolerance. The scrub-cut runs parallel with the tapered
resistor meaning there is no current crowding or hot spots along the resistive element. Figure 2 shows images of
the current densities on the same component. The left image has a L trim while the image on the right has a scrub/
scan trim. You can see by the color that there is much more current density in the L cut resulting in a hot spot while
there is almost no current crowding in the scrub cut image.

Figure 2 – “Scan” or “Scrub” cut (Left) vs. standard “L” cut trim (Right)
Frequency Performance
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Figure 2: Standard “L” cut trim (Left) vs. “Scan” or “Scrub” cut trim (Right)
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Figure 4 - Frequency response up to 8GHz for NDR-2512SG, NDR-2512SZG, NDR-2010SG, NDR-2010SZG

Figure 3 Frequency response up to 8GHz for
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sizes. The NDR-2010SG has a RL of -20dB at 3.4GHz while the NDR-2010SZG has a RL of -20dB at 4.3GHz, yet
both have a power rating of 150 Watts. All of the Aluminum Nitride (N-series) are compatible with IMS’s Ultra Leach
Resistant Termination (ULR) metallization. (For more information on the ULR termination metallization please see white paper Advantages
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The IMS team has also developed a reverse aspect ratio NDR‐1225SZG that has an RL of
‐20dB at 6.65GHz and has a power rating of 200W when a constant base plate temperature of
50°C is maintained. Plots of return loss are below in figure 4.

Figure 5 – Return loss of reverse aspect ratio NDR-1225SZG

Figure 4 – Return loss of reverse aspect ratio NDR‐1225SZG
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Reverse Aspect Resistors
For applications where footprint can be customized and both power and frequency performance must be optimal,
changing the resistor to be wider than the distance between the terminals can offer a benefit. This configuration
is called “reverse aspect” due to the fact the overall component is very wide and very short in similar proportions
to traditional case sizes, but in reverse. A 2512 case size may appear as a “1225” in this configuration. A visual
comparison is shown in Figure 6 to illustrate the approximate configuration of two similar sizes components.

Figure 6 – Standard SZG (2512) and Reverse Aspect SZG (1225)

By changing the aspect ratio on the resistor the “term to term” distance is shortened giving the component a better
frequency response at higher frequencies. In most cases the surface area of the resistor body will not vary. This
preserves the potential heat dissipation of the design so that the power handling is not altered by a large degree,
while taking advantage of the frequency performance enhancement. For example, the N-series 1020 SZG has
91.8% of the resistive element surface area of the N-series 2010 SZG component. This translates to nearly identical
thermal heat transfer performance which ensures the power ratings are very close. The reverse aspect ratio style of
resistor also features more metallized terminal surface area and resistor-termination interface area. This only helps
to normalize the heat transfer across the entire resistor substrate body to the heat sinking of the circuit board. These
conditions improve frequency response and thermal performance, enabling a better performing component with
equivalent power capabilities in the same footprint.

Conclusion
The SZG style resistor gives us a better frequency response than components with the same footprint with thermal
properties equivalent to the same size package. Custom designs are available but standard packages are readily
available for 1206-3725 with the SZG termination. When looking for a high power, high frequency resistor without
compromises, N-series SZG is recommended and successfully deployed in today’s hi-tech applications. Please
contact the experts at IMS to discuss your application in greater detail.
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